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ABSTRACT
Information-Centric Networking (ICN) designs have yet to settle
on a definitive approach to congestion control. In TCP/IP, window-
based schemes have been studied extensively and deployed on a
grand scale, while rate-based alternatives like Rate Control Proto-
col (RCP) have been studied but not widely deployed or analyzed
at scale in the wild. In that tradition, ICN congestion control work
has to date concentrated on window-based approaches.

We posit that rate-based congestion control in fact has properties
of interest, and ICN’s well-known differences from IP, including
receiver-driven flow control, stateful forwarding, symmetric paths,
and lack of installed base justifies re-considering rate-based con-
gestion control as a viable candidate for ICN.

This paper presents MIRCC, a rate-based, multipath-aware ICN
congestion control approach inspired by but noticeably differing
from RCP. We first explain our ICN-appropriate mechanisms for
calculating and signaling flow rates. We then present MIRCC’s
algorithm for calculating per-link rates, and show its convergence
advantages over RCP’s algorithm. Finally, we explore several ap-
proaches for making our scheme multipath-aware, finding a novel
solution to achieving fairness and network utilization. To charac-
terize MIRCC’s behavior, we use simulation results throughout.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2 [COMPUTER-COMMUNICATION NETWORKS]: Archi-
tecture and Design; Network Protocols; Distributed Systems

Keywords
ICN; NDN; CCN; information-centric networks; congestion con-
trol; transport; multipath flows; flow fairness; RCP

1. INTRODUCTION
Information-Centric Networking [1] is a new network architec-

ture that differs radically from IP. The question of how ICN net-
works achieve congestion control is one of many that must be re-
solved if ICN is to be successful.
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An initial question is whether ICN congestion control should be
window-based or rate-based. Window-based congestion control,
such as is used by TCP (e.g. [2]), allows a window of outstand-
ing packets which grows and shrinks in response to the absence
or presence of congestion indications. Rate-based congestion con-
trol, such as used by RCP [3], gives endpoints a sending rate that
is increased or decreased based on the absence or presence of con-
gestion. The relative characteristics of the two approaches are a
standard topic in Networking textbooks.

The success of TCP/IP, the decades of deployment, and the ex-
tensive research into multiple generations of TCP congestion con-
trol schemes make a windowing approach a natural candidate for
ICN congestion control (e.g. [4], [5], [6]) Nevertheless, this pa-
per investigates a rate-based alternative for ICN congestion control.
Several observations led us to explore this approach.

First, the differences between ICN and IP mean the best ap-
proaches may differ. In particular:

• ICN’s Interest/Data exchange is receiver-driven. Thus, in an
overload situation, congestion control must affect the behav-
ior of the requester of the data, not the producer whose Data
messages are the proximate cause of the overload.

• As a consequence of ICN’s stateful forwarding, the Interest’s
upstream path and the corresponding Data message’s down-
stream path are symmetric. This allows rate feedback state
to aggregate well on the downstream path.

• ICN networks may use in-network caching, which affects
where Data is pulled from, even on a message-by-message
basis.

• Several interlocking ICN properties (the absence of address-
based sessions, more robust delivery of Nacks, tolerance for
out-of-order delivery, quick suppression of looping packets
due to stateful forwarding) all support the possibility that
ICN flows may be able to derive significant benefit from mul-
tipath.

Second, TCP congestion control is imperfect and still evolving
in spite of considerable investment over decades, as shown by a
random sample ( [2], [7], [8], [9], [10]) among countless recent
papers. Only a subset of this research is specific to window-based
congestion control, but clearly this is not a solved problem.

Third, the overwhelming installed base of mature window-based
TCP/IP flow control and the requirement to be friendly to these
flows likely prevents the deployment of alternate schemes regard-
less of technical tradeoffs, which in turn prevents such alternate
schemes from evolving and improving over time.
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In summary, we believe, both because of the differences between
ICN and IP and because RCP was a late entrant in IP conges-
tion control, that rate-based congestion control for ICN is worth
investigating. Given the multiple dimensions on which the two ap-
proaches differ and the complexity of algorithmic options, however,
a short-term proof of superiority of either over the other is not fea-
sible.

We identify a number of goals for an ICN congestion control
scheme. It should provide some level of fairness between flows
while allowing those flows to benefit from available network re-
sources. (We target flow fairness, in spite of the arguments of [11].)
Given a stable overall load, flows should receive a stable alloca-
tion of resources that maximizes network utilization while avoiding
congestion and excess latency. In response to changes in load, the
scheme should converge quickly to maintain those properties.

Allowing ICN flows to benefit fully from available network re-
sources requires support for multipath. Coupling multipath with
other objectives is of particular interest. When flows have multiple
paths to their respective content, the tension between fairness and
maximizing utilization is more complicated to resolve.

From a practical standpoint, we want a scheme that does not
require forwarders to maintain long-lived per-flow state (in addition
to the short-lived state in the Pending Interest Table).

Finally, we consider only distributed algorithms in the style of
the current Internet, not centralized omniscient controllers.

In this paper, we propose MIRCC (Multipath-aware ICN Rate-
based Congestion Control), a rate-based multipath-aware conges-
tion control scheme for ICN networks. It is inspired by but signifi-
cantly divergent from IP RCP. Two main contributions of MIRCC:

• better convergence time with less overshoot and oscillation
than RCP.

• a multipath strategy allowing a flow to fully utilize the net-
work resources along all the available paths to it, while main-
taining fairness among competing flows regardless of num-
ber of paths that each flow has.

The main elements of MIRCC include an algorithm in each for-
warder calculating Dual-Class rates for each link, protocol mech-
anisms to communicate rates and path identifiers to consumers in
Data messages, an algorithm in each consumer to determine In-
terest sending rates for each class and to determine a sensible dis-
tribution of Interests across available paths, a mechanism for the
consumer to hint at the desired path for an Interest, and forwarder
support for interpreting the hint. Additionally, as a path discovery
mechanism, the consumer can omit hints from Interests, in which
case forwarders with multiple next hops will probabilistically dis-
tribute Interests across those next hops.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. After de-
scribing related work (Section 2), we first (Section 3) explain how
the RCP-style end-to-end feedback loop operates in an ICN net-
work, considering only single-path flows. The feedback loop is
driven by R(t), the per-link stamping rate: we explain MIRCC’s
per-link algorithm that iteratively updates R(t) and show that, as
flows start and finish, using the MIRCC algorithm (5) leads to bet-
ter convergence time and less overshoot/oscillation than the classic
RCP per-link algorithm (1) adapted to ICN.

We then generalize MIRCC to the multipath case (Section 4)
to address this issue: How can we assure a flow a fair share of
the network resources while maximizing network utilization? We
describe MIRCC Dual-Class Best-Subflow scheme (Section 4.2), a
novel multipath-aware rate-based congestion control scheme which
allows flows to fully utilize network resources along their available

paths while maintaining a fairness among competing flows, regard-
less of number of paths each flow has.

We have an ICN forwarder under development that is tracking
the various drafts under development in the IRTF ICN Research
Group. In addition to its normal target environments, we have in-
tegrated our ICN forwarder with ns-3 for simulation purposes. The
basic elements of this integration are an ns-3 “model” that adapts
ns-3 to our ICN forwarding code, an ns-3 consumer application that
implements the various endpoint behaviors given in the paper, and
a simple producer application that responds to Interests with Data
messages of configurable size. Throughout the paper, we have used
this simulation environment to evaluate the various alternatives.

Key Definitions.
The concept of a flow and related terms are used throughout the

paper, with the following specific meanings.
A flow is a set of Interests generated by a single client, sharing a

prefix, and handled by one or more producers.
multipath is the situation where packets for a single flow take (or

have the potential to take) more than one path.
subflow describes a subset of the Interests and Data messages

that belong to the same flow and follow the same path. (Subflow is
only useful in the presence of multipath.)

2. RELATED WORK

ICN Congestion Control.
In [12], Lei et al. propose adopting RCP for ICN networks. They

illustrate the potential benefits of RCP for the ICN architecture, in-
cluding high network utilization and max-min fairness and supe-
rior results compared to NDN-AIMD, an ICN window-based con-
gestion control scheme. The authors demonstrate that, due to the
symmetric and hop-by-hop routing of the NDN architecture, RCP
is an attractive candidate to tackle the congestion control problem
of such networks. As compared to this research, our paper proposes
an alternate rate calculation algorithm with improved convergence
time and less overshoot, and proposes an approach for managing
multipath with rate-based congestion control.

In [4], Carofiglio et al. formulate the problem of joint multi-
path congestion control and request forwarding in ICN as a global
optimization problem. By decomposing the problem into two sub-
problems of maximizing user throughput and minimizing overall
network cost, they develop a receiver-driven window-based con-
gestion control and a hop-by-hop dynamic request forwarding al-
gorithm, respectively.

In [13], Wang et al. propose a simple hop-by-hop Interest shap-
ing algorithm for NDN to avoid network congestion and achieve
optimal network resource utilization. The proposed solution ac-
counts for the interdependence between Interests and Contents in
opposite directions and shares link bandwidth optimally without
extra message exchange.

In [14], Yeh et al., propose VIP, a systematic framework for
joint dynamic Interest request forwarding and cache placement,
within the context of the NDN architecture. In VIP, a virtual con-
trol plane operates on the user demand rate for data objects in the
network, and an actual plane handles Interest Packets and Data
Packets. The authors develop jointly optimal and distributed dy-
namic forwarding and caching algorithms within the virtual plane.
Later, a congestion control mechanism is added to the framework,
which acts to maximize user utilities subject to network stability.
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TCP/IP Congestion Control.
Many improvements to TCP congestion control have been pro-

posed and adopted over the years. We do not attempt a comprehen-
sive summary of general TCP congestion control state of the art,
but highlight some areas particularly relevant to our work.

Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN) allows end-to-end noti-
fication of network congestion without dropping packets [15]. If
ECN is successfully negotiated, an ECN-aware router with active
queue management (AQM), when experiencing congestion, may
set a mark in the IP header instead of dropping a packet in order to
signal impending congestion. The receiver of the packet echoes the
congestion indication to the sender, which reduces its transmission
rate as if it detected a dropped packet.

MP-TCP [16] describes a window-based congestion control al-
gorithm operating at the endpoints of a multipath TCP flow that
increases (or at least does not decrease) flow throughput compared
to a single path and is fair to other traffic.

In [3], Dukkipati proposed the Rate Control Protocol (RCP), a
congestion control scheme intended for IP. RCP’s main objective
is to minimize flow completion times by allowing flows to rapidly
determine their correct rate. Each packet carries a rate field in its
header. A route maintains a flow rate, R(t), on each link. On each
packet, the router “stamps” the header rate with R(t) unless the
packet already carries a lower value. The sender thus learns the
bottleneck rate of a flow’s path in one round trip. As a new rate is
delivered with each packet, routers updateR(t) so that senders will
update their rate. The equation for R(t) attempts to find a rate that
fills links while keeping queue sizes close to zero.

The RCP rate update equation used by the authors differs from
our MIRCC rate update equation, and we compare the two in detail.
The RCP equation is

R(t) = R(t− T )

1 +

T
d

(
α(ηC − y(t))− β q(t)

d

)
C

 (1)

where η is the target link utilization, d is a moving average of the
RTT measured across all packets, T is the update interval (T <=
d),R(t−T ) is the latest updated rate, C is the link capacity, y(t) is
the measured aggregate input traffic rate during the last update in-
terval, q(t) is the instantaneous queue size, and α, β are parameters
chosen for stability and performance.

Although RCP, as compared to TCP and XCP [17], improves
flow completion times, promotes high network utilization and pro-
vides max-min fairness [18], it has not seen much deployment due
to a number of factors: 1) In IP, the packets with rate feedback do
not necessarily traverse the same path as the packets with the rate
stamp (asymmetric routing). 2) RCP may exhibit oscillatory behav-
ior and lead to significant overshoot or undershoot during abrupt
changes in traffic load, as described in [19]. 3) RCP is relatively
slow in converging to the equilibrium point compared to XCP and
PERC [20]. 4) RCP is not TCP-friendly, imposing a challenging
compatibility issue in IP. 5) RCP does not address multipath for-
warding.

PERC [20] is a proactive congestion control scheme inspired by
message-passing algorithms, proposed for datacenters with speeds
higher than 100 Gb/s. PERC explicitly computes, in a decentralized
fashion, rates independent of congestion signals such as the incom-
ing traffic. The authors show that for high speed networks (100
Gb/s and above), PERC improves convergence times by a factor of
7 compared to reactive explicit rate control protocols such as RCP.
However, for lower speed networks (10 Gb/s) PERC’s convergence
time is higher than RCP’s and other reactive protocols’.

Figure 1: Modeling a forwarder under MIRCC

3. MIRCC FOR SINGLE-PATH FLOWS
This section discusses the application of MIRCC to a flow with

a single path. Starting with the special case of single-path flows
allows for simpler presentation of core elements of MIRCC be-
fore moving on to MIRCC’s multipath Dual-Class Best-Subflow
scheme, described in Section 4.

The heart of the system is the choice of control equation that
the forwarders run, on each link, to calculate R(t), the per-link
stamping rate. This algorithm determines the overall distributed
system’s tradeoff between responsiveness and stability. A feedback
loop operates to communicate rate information to consumers.

3.1 Single-Path Overview
MIRCC assumes an ICN architecture and system such as pro-

vided by CCCNx [21] or NDN [22]. These architectures include
separate Interests (initiated by consumers) and Data messages (sent
by producers in response to Interests). These two types of messages
are treated quite differently. A consumer wishing to retrieve a flow
of Data objects starts by sending Interests at some initial rate de-
termined by the MIRCC consumer logic. These are routed through
the ICN network, with temporary state being created in the Pending
Interest Table (PIT) at each forwarder. Upon receiving an Interest,
a producer generates a Data message in response, and sends it back
toward the consumer. Each Data message carries a rate value, ini-
tialized to MaxRate by the MIRCC producer logic. The forwarder
at each hop forwards the Data message along the reverse path of the
corresponding Interest, with the link for the reverse hop determined
by the PIT entry.

The MIRCC component in each forwarder maintains a rate,R(t),
for each link. As the Data message traverses the path back to the
consumer, MIRCC at each forwarder compares the R(t) assigned
to the local link from which it received the Data message and the
rate in the received Data message. If the local R(t) is smaller than
the carried rate value, the forwarder updates the outgoing Data mes-
sage’s value with the local R(t). Hence, the bottleneck forwarder
for the packet’s path is the one which last updated the packet’s rate
value, and the bottleneck rate is the corresponding link rate.

When the Data packet arrives at the consumer, the rate in the
Data packet informs the consumer of the rate for the flow’s path.
The consumer uses this value to update its sending rate. The for-
warder calculation of R(t) at each link is smoothed, so the con-
sumer immediately applies the receivedR(t) value as its new send-
ing rate without any further smoothing.

The per-linkR(t) calculation includes a feedback mechanism: if
the link is overloaded, the flow stamping rate is reduced and if the
link is underloaded, the flow stamping rate is increased.

ICN (unlike TCP) is receiver-controlled via Interests. The con-
sumer varies the rate at which it sends Interests as the mechanism
to control end-to-end load of both Interests and the (generally much
larger) Data messages. As will become clear, this mechanism and
others rely on both consumers and forwarders maintaining an esti-
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mate of the ratio of Data message size to Interest size.
In addition to MIRCC’s per-link R(t) calculator/stamper, each

forwarder is assumed to have a per-link Interest Shaper, e.g. as de-
scribed in [13] (see figure 1). This resource control mechanism
monitors traffic per-link and paces Interests per-link. This shaper,
given its per-link functions, is a natural place for a software imple-
mentation to calculate MIRCC’s R(t).

The shapers at either end of the link, by pacing Interests as neces-
sary, control returning Data message load and avoid Data message
overflow on the reverse path. Note that the operation of this Interest
shaper mechanism also acts to control bandwidth of the outgoing
Interests and leaves enough headroom on the reverse path for the
other end of the link to send its Interests.

As a consequence of the Interest shaper mechanism, Data mes-
sages should rarely be dropped: the Interest shaper books the re-
verse bandwidth for the Data message via the shaping. During
an overload, Interests back up in the shaper until some are even-
tually not forwarded. In general, these overload Interests are not
silently dropped, but are Nacked back towards the consumer, using
the bandwidth implicitly “booked” in anticipation of a returning
Data message. Receipt of a Nack informs the consumer that an In-
terest was not delivered due to congestion. Assuming all the data is
required, the consumer will know to re-transmit a new Interest with
the same name, without needing to wait for a timeout.

Under MIRCC, Nacks also carry R(t). As the rate information
is only over a partial path, the consumer only updates its flow rate
if the received R(t) is smaller that the current rate. Unlike with
windowing schemes, the consumer in our rate-based scheme does
not take any additional steps on receipt of Nacks, as the network
can set R(t) as low as it chooses.

Parameter Definition
R(t) The stamping rate computed at time t
Rp(t) The stamping rate for the Dual-Class

primary traffic class
Rs(t) The stamping rate for the Dual-Class

secondary traffic class
C Capacity of incoming link

Cs(t) Secondary class capacity of incoming link
N̂ Equivalent number of flows with full rate
T Period of rate calculation iteration
q(t) Inflated instantaneous queue size
y(t) Inflated incoming Interest rate during [t− T, t)
d(t) Smoothed average RTT
β(t) Self-tuned parameter chosen for stability
η Target link utilization

Table 1: List of Parameters.

3.1.1 Equation for calculating R(t)

MIRCC at each forwarder maintainsR(t) for each outgoing link
to which it sends Interests, and offers this rate to each passing flow.
The classic RCP calculation, proposed in [3], is shown here as
equation (1). However, as explained earlier, this calculation over-
shoots significantly when new flows arrive, leading to packet drops.
In addition, its convergence time is relatively slow. To address this
issue, we instead developed the following algorithm. In this equa-
tion, each forwarder computes R(t) for each of its outgoing links
as the aggregate of base_rate(t), calculated by (non-recursive)
equation (3) to split the allowed link bandwidth among the pass-
ing flows, and excess_rate(t), calculated by (recursive) equation

(4) to fill the extra available bandwidth with traffic equally. As
with RCP [3], MIRCC does not need to count the actual number
of flows.1 RCP uses an equivalent number of flows with full rate,
given by C/R(t − T ). Our simulations show that while this es-
timate sometimes works well, it often reacts to new flow arrivals
relatively late, resulting in queue build-up and ultimately oscilla-
tion and Data packet drops. Hence, we have chosen a different
estimate given by

N̂ = max(C, y(t))/R(t− T ) (2)

which takes into account y(t) and, as we show in simulation, does
not suffer from those problems.

Each forwarder then computes base_rate(t) as follows:

base_rate(t) =
ηC − β(t) q(t)

d(t)

N̂
(3)

where η is the fraction of physical link bandwidth that R(t) will
attempt to fill, C is the capacity of the incoming link as shown in
Figure 1, q(t) is the instantaneous queue size at the Interest Shaper
inflated to the expected size of the corresponding reverse Data mes-
sage, d(t) is the average RTT, and N̂ is the estimated number of
flows. Further, β(t) is a self-tuned positive parameter given by

β(t) = max

(
β′,

y(t)− y(t− T )
y(t)

)
where β′ is a constant parameter set to 0.1 by default, y(t) is based
on the measured incoming Interest rate arriving during the time in-
terval [t−T, t) to be transmitted on the outgoing link, but is inflated
to the expected size of the corresponding reverse Data messages.2

Note that both y(t) and q(t), although based on Interest rate, are in-
tended to estimate and manage the incoming rate of the much larger
Data messages from the upstream neighbor and prevent buildup in
the upstream neighbor’s Data message queue, which is why they
are scaled up by the Data/Interest inflation factor. As y(t) and q(t)
include Nacked Interests, y(t) and q(t) are both overestimates of
the incoming rate and queue buildup of the Data messages at the
upstream neighbor.

To estimate the inflation factor, each forwarder maintains, on
each link, exponentially weighted moving averages of the size of
output Interests and input Data messages. The ratio of these is the
inflation factor.

The next step in the scheme is to allow the flows not passing
any saturated links to fill the extra available bandwidth with traffic
equally. On each link, the incremental excess rate is given by

excess_rate(t) = R(t− T )− y(t)/N̂ (4)

To avoid high-frequency oscillation, an exponential weighted
moving average (EWMA) is applied to both base_rate(t) in (3)
and excess_rate(t) in (4). In our simulations, the EWMA α is
0.5.3 Combining these elements gives us the stamping rate, i.e.,
1Although N is described as the number of flows, N̂ is a derived
value based on the observed change in link traffic that follows a
change in R(t). Flows that are not elastic or are bottlenecked on
links do not respond to changes in R(t). The total count of flows
using the link in a given period is thus neither needed nor wanted.
Hence we use the description “full-rate-equivalent flows”.
2The “incoming Interests” making up y(t) are incoming to the
link’s output Interest shaper, not Interests arriving on the link. We
cannot accurately describe y(t) as “outgoing Interests” because
y(t) includes Interests that are not transmitted in [t − T, t), either
because the shaper Nacks or queues them, and excludes Interests
transmitted in [t− T, t) that were queued in previous periods.
3i.e. µ(t) = (1− α)µ(t− T ) + αx(t)
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R(t) = base_rate_ewma(t) + excess_rate_ewma(t) (5)

3.1.2 Forwarder Determination of T and d(t)

T is the period for an iteration of the R(t) calculation. For in-
stance, R(t − T ) is the flow stamping value used in the interval
[t− T, t) and R(t) is the stamping value in the interval [t, t+ T ).
Traffic statistics are collected in the interval (t−T, t) for use when
calculating R(t).

In general, T should be as short as possible, and no greater than
RTT. The limitation on reducing T is that traffic measurements be-
come lumpy and misleading as T ⇒ 0, tending towards either 0 or
C (link rate).
d(t) is the EWMA of the per-packet RTT.
For single-path flows, the consumer’s main job is to send Inter-

ests at a rate consistent with the R(t) received for the flow.
Recall, however, thatR(t) is the rate in bits of the Data messages

that the consumer should be receiving, not the bit rate of Interests
the consumer is sending. The consumer must therefore deflate the
path’s R(t) by the Data/Interest inflation factor to determine the
Interest rate. The consumer using R(t) (like the forwarder calcu-
lating R(t)) must therefore have some estimate of Interest-to-Data
inflation. For some applications (e.g. constant bit rate video flows),
this is known to the consumer a priori. For other applications, the
data sizes may be known by the producer ahead of time and com-
municated from producer to consumer using a Manifest.

3.2 Comparison to RCP

Comparing RCP’s algorithm to MIRCC’s algorithm.
As shown in our simulations and also reported in [19] and [20],

RCP’s algorithm has a relatively slow convergence time and a ten-
dency to overshoot or undershoot during abrupt changes in traffic
load. This is due to the way that rate is calculated in RCP, given
in equation (1). The rate calculation in RCP is done in a recursive
manner, thereby taking some time to converge to the equilibrium
point. Therefore its reaction to abrupt changes in traffic load be-
comes slow, resulting in overshoot and undershoot. By using the
rate calculation given in equations (3) - (5), MIRCC removes this
recursive element. Further, equations (4) and (5) reduce the depen-
dency of the algorithm outcome on sudden changes in traffic and
act as a safeguard against overshooting and undershooting.

To compare the performance of MIRCC’s and RCP’s algorithms,
we have adapted the IP RCP algorithm to ICN and compared the
two algorithms in the simple ICN scenario depicted in Figure 2. In
this linear network topology with 4 nodes, node 0 is the request-
ing node, and Node 3 is the producer. Each link has a capacity of
1Mbps. There are 4 consumer applications installed on Node 0.
Consumer 2 is a long flow working as the background traffic. The
other three consumers start sending packages at time 83 seconds
and compete for bandwidth. As can be seen by comparing figures
3a and 3b, MIRCC converges to the new rate much faster than RCP.
Also, the traffic rate in MIRCC shows less oscillation. It is worth
noting that in both of these simulations we have used the Interest
Shaper at each forwarder. The presence of the Interest Shaper has
reduced the oscillatory behavior of the RCP scheme greatly.

Also note that MIRCC and RCP have similar network utiliza-
tion and flow completion time properties. This is easy to see, as
equations (3)-(5) reach the same equilibrium point as equation (1).

Figure 2: Linear topology with 4 nodes.
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(a) Rate convergence in MIRCC.
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(b) Rate convergence in RCP.

Figure 3: Rate convergence comparison between (a) MIRCC and
(b) RCP’s update algorithm as adapted to ICN.

Comparing RCP-like schemes under IP and ICN.
Another RCP comparison of interest is between the control loops

for IP RCP and for ICN MIRCC. In IP RCP, the rate is stamped
in sent traffic, received by the destination, and echoed back to the
sender in the resultant ACK. In the event of a link becoming over-
loaded, the feedback path is at least half a round trip (if the over-
loaded link is very close to the receiver). Regardless of which link
is overloaded, the sender will originate an RTT’s worth of traffic
between the forwarder detecting the link overload and the sender’s
receipt of a rate that has been updated based on the overload.

In an ICN network, due to symmetric paths of Interest and Data,
the updated rate can be stamped directly in returning Data messages
rather than needing to be stamped in Interests and echoed back by
the receiver. The feedback time to a given sender is thus the wait
for the next Data message plus at most half a round trip (if the
overloaded link is very close to the receiver). The sender thus orig-
inates at most a half round trip’s worth of traffic (and very little if
the overloaded link is close to the sender) between detection of the
overload and the sender’s receipt of a rate reflecting the overload.

4. MIRCC FOR MULTI-PATH FLOWS
An RCP-style rate-based congestion control algorithm such as

MIRCC is relatively straightforward for single-path flows. The
calculations at each link are designed to be simple. The sending
endpoint simply reacts to the returned rate. The producer endpoint
in ICN has no responsibilities.

The existence of multiple paths with different rates introduces
several new challenges.

• Given multiple paths for a flow, each with their own rate, at
what rate should the consumer send the Interests for a flow?
What per-flow fairness does this imply? What portion of the
Interests should follow each path?

• By what mechanisms are the multiple paths and their rates
discovered? By what mechanisms are Interests directed onto
the appropriate paths?
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For this paper, the producer at the upstream end of each path
is assumed capable of supplying the entire flow. The effects of
opportunistic caching of some subset of the Data messages in a
flow are not considered at this time.

4.1 Multipath Fairness vs. Utilization
Two multipath flow rate concepts are used throughout the paper:

• The best-subflow rate is the largest rate of any of the flow’s
subflows. Having all flows sending at their best subflow rate
achieves max-min fairness between flows, by an extension
of the argument that single-flow RCP achieves max-min fair-
ness between flows. Network utilization is not maximized by
this approach.

• The total per-subflow rate is the sum of the rates of all the
flow’s subflows. Sending at this rate (distributing Interests
onto each subflow at its rate) maximizes network utilization,
by an extension of the argument that single-flow RCP max-
imizes network utilization. (Each subflow is simply treated
as a separate single-path flow.) Max-min fairness between
flows is not achieved.

Some examples motivate why sending at the best-subflow rate
does not maximize network utilization, and why sending at the total
per-subflow rate does not achieve max-min fairness.

In figure 4, consumer A has two 4-hop paths to producer A,
where the two paths share la, lg . Suppose further that many other
consumers, not shown, are using these links such that R(t) is only
minimally affected by the presence of an additional consumer.

In both scenarios shown, the bottleneck links for the two sub-
flows are lc, ld and the rates returned to the consumers in Data
messages traversing the two subflows are thus 10Mbps. A key dif-
ference between the scenarios is that, in scenario 2, the minimum
cut is less than the sum of the subflows, i.e. lg < lc + ld.

Consumer A might request at the best-subflow rate, i.e. 10Mbps.
In this case however, the consumer is not taking advantage of mul-
tipath and network utilization is not maximized.

Alternatively, consumer A might request data at the total per-
subflow rate, i.e.

∑
subflow R = 20Mbps, to take advantage of

multipath. In scenario 2, sending at 20Mbps means taking more
than the 15Mbps single flow rate on Rg . Not only might that seem
unfair (e.g. to consumer E, which will send at 15Mbps on its sin-
gle path), but consumer A has no way of distinguishing the two
scenarios to treat them differently, since the returned per-subflow
stamping rates are identical.

Alternatively, in scenario 2, an omniscient consumer A, if it had
a way to understand the entire topology, might send at 15Mbps,
taking a fair share of the bottleneck link lg . This would be fair
to consumer E and maximize utilization of the bottleneck link. But
MIRCC is a distributed mechanism rather than an omniscient SDN-
style mechanism.

In figure 5, assume that only the consumers shown are present,
so an additional consumer has a large effect on R(t). If only Con-
sumer 2 is running, its single path is bottlenecked on lc and its rate
is 9Mbps. If only Consumer 1 is running, it has 2 paths but la is the
bottleneck link, with the 15Mbps of traffic split between lb and lc.
(Multiple distribution between those two links are possible.)

With Consumers 1 and 2 both running, la has 2 flows/3 subflows,
lc has 2 flows/2 subflows and lb has 1 flow/1 subflow. With only
two flows, the decision of how to distribute Consumer 1’s traffic
between lb and lc has a big effect on the stamping rates on those
links, the link responsible for the lowest path stamping rate can
change between la and lb/lc. Absent the MIRCC mechanisms,

R(t)=100Mbps	
Scenario	1:	R(t)=100Mps	
Scenario	2:	R(t)=15Mbps	

		10Mbps	
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Figure 4: Diamond Topology
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Figure 5: Slingshot Topology

oscillations in bottleneck link can lead to instability in total traffic,
per-link traffic, and per-flow traffic.

4.2 Dual-Class Best-Subflow Multipath Rate
Management

MIRCC’s Dual-Class Best-Subflow scheme has the following
main elements.

The Dual-Class scheme includes primary and secondary traffic
classes. Each Interest is marked with a class. For each link, the
owning ICN forwarder maintains per-class rates: Rp(t) and Rs(t),
a generalization of R(t) as described in section 3. Primary and
secondary rates are both stamped in each Data message, which thus
carries its path’s lowest value for each rate.

The forwarder’s maintenance of Rp(t) for each link is very sim-
ilar to the maintenance of single-path R(t) in section 3. (In the
absence of secondary class traffic, the two are identical.) However
yp(t) reflects only primary class Interests, with consequent effect
on dependent parameters such as N̂ . (q(t) includes all the queued
Interests, regardless of class, for both primary and secondary rate
calculation.)

N̂p = max(C, yp(t))/Rp(t− T ) (6)

base_ratep(t) =
ηC − βp(t) q(t)

d(t)

N̂p

(7)

βp(t) = max

(
β′,

yp(t)− yp(t− T )
yp(t)

)
(8)

excess_ratep(t) = Rp(t− T )− yp(t)/N̂p (9)

Rp(t) = base_rate_ewmap(t)+excess_rate_ewmap(t) (10)
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A MIRCC consumer sends primary class Interests at the flow’s
best-subflow rate. Thus, primary class traffic is max-min fair be-
tween flows, but does not maximize network utilization.

The purpose of the secondary class is to “soak up” bandwidth
not used by primary class traffic. This is achieved by three key
differences between the primary and secondary classes.

First, the capacity term in the algorithm forRs(t) isCs(t) rather
than C. The link’s secondary capacity consists of what is not used
by primary traffic.

Cs(t) = max(C − yp(t), 0) (11)

Also, y(t) is replaced by ys(t), which reflects only secondary
class traffic.

Second, the per-link shaper under load, drops queued secondary
class Interests to make room for new primary class Interests.

Third, a MIRCC consumer sends secondary class Interests at the
flow’s total-subflow secondary rate. Thus, secondary class traffic
maximizes network utilization without having any particular per-
flow fairness property.4

The combined fairness of the primary and secondary class traffic
is therefore a mixture, but with a core of per-flow max-min fair
traffic sent in the (preferred) primary class.

N̂s = max{max(Cs(t), ys(t))/R(t− T ), 1} (12)

base_rates(t) =
ηCs(t)− βs(t) q(t)

d(t)

N̂s

(13)

βs(t) = max

(
β′,

ys(t)− ys(t− T )
ys(t)

)
(14)

excess_rates(t) = Rs(t− T )− ys(t)/N̂s (15)

Rs(t) = base_rate_ewmas(t)+excess_rate_ewmas(t) (16)

4.3 Multipath Path Management
MIRCC management of multiple paths includes a significant role

for the consumer endpoint. Recall that MIRCC is a distributed al-
gorithm that does not rely on an omniscient SDN-style controller.
Even with long-lived per-flow state (which MIRCC specifically
tries to avoid), no node other than the endpoint has the full view
of the available paths that is needed to achieve fairness between
flows. Thus, the end-user is assigned this enhanced role in MIRCC.
The end-user also has the job of distributing Interests onto subflow
paths.

For secondary rate Interests, the consumer endpoint sending at
the total per-subflow secondary rate simply distributes the Interests
onto each subflow based on its secondary rate.

For the primary class traffic, although sent at the rate of the best
subflow, MIRCC distributes the traffic across the available subflow
paths rather than sending all the traffic on the best-subflow path.
This balancing achieves smoother evolution of traffic on each path
and link by avoiding situations where small changes in a subflow’s
bandwidth can cause all the primary class traffic to switch onto and
off of that subflow.

We choose a distribution proportional to the primary “stamping”
rate on each path, subject to the constraint that no path and no link
carry more than their stamping rate.
4Note that secondary class traffic has per-subflow fairness.

Having specified the desired behavior and identified that the con-
sumer endpoint’s transmission strategy achieves those behaviors,
the next question is what mechanisms MIRCC uses to produce
those results. In particular,

• How is it determined that multiple paths exist?

• How is traffic distributed onto paths?

• Each subflow must be identifiable by the consumer, so that
the consumer knows the rates of each path and the changes
in the best path and best path rate over time.

• To avoid overloading any lower-rate path, the consumer must
be able to steer Interests onto paths.

• To discover paths, initially and over time, the consumer must
send some subset of Interests without a steering hint, and
the network must do some probabilistic multipath forward-
ing that leads to discovery of useful paths. (Recall that only
a single initial message for any given path is needed to dis-
cover the path’s rate.) For Interests without steering hints,
the forwarders must apply some probabilistic multipath for-
warding strategy to allow paths to be discovered.

4.3.1 Path Identification
By definition each subflow has a separate path, so identifying

subflows is equivalent to distinguishing their paths. The pathId is
signaled in a Data message header TLV and is calculated hop-by-
hop, by hashing node+link identifier at each hop with the partial
pathId received in the incoming Data message header. The Data
message is sent downstream with an updated TLV.

4.3.2 Directing Traffic onto a Specific Subflow Path
The consumer, when distributing Interests to subflows, includes

subflow-specific hints in the Interest that the network uses to steer
the Interest along the subflow’s path. The following mechanisms
have been considered. The network of course can act on these hints
as it chooses.

Bloom Filter Steering Hints: One approach is to use “Bloom
filter steering” as in [23]. The Data message carries a header TLV
in which is constructed a Bloom filter of the node+link identifier
chosen at each split point. The consumer includes this Bloom filter
in future Interests for the corresponding subflow. At split points,
the forwarder looks up, in the received Bloom Filter, the node+link
for each nexthop in the FIB entry. A hit indicates which nexthop
should be used.

(For our simulations, steering is currently done with a modifica-
tion of this scheme that was easier to implement, but is not appro-
priate for a real network. Each forwarder tracks, in its FIB, the up-
stream (received) partial pathhash, upstream face, and downstream
(sent) partial pathhash. For Interests with a hint, the hash is looked
up in the FIB entry’s list of downstream partial hashes and the In-
terest is sent to the corresponding upstream interface, with the cor-
responding upstream hash. This simulation shortcut preserves the
key properties of the Bloom Filter approach, though never misses.)

Random Value Steering Hints: An alternate approach is for the
consumer to include a “random value steering” header TLV in In-
terests. The forwarder at each split point hashes this to select the
next hop. The Data message, in addition to carrying a separate
pathId, reflects back the steering hint received in the message. The
consumer can probe for different paths by using new random num-
bers, and can detect path changes if old random numbers return
new paths.
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4.3.3 Path Discovery
Consumers sending Interests for a new flow do not yet have a list

of paths for that flow. Therefore, initial Interests must be sent with-
out a steering hint. A forwarder receiving a hintless Interest that
matches a FIB entry with multiple next hops makes a probabilis-
tic decision among the next hops. The MIRCC forwarder weights
the next hops by the bandwidth of the outgoing links, though other
schemes are possible.

To allow for the possibility of newly available paths, MIRCC
consumers send a subset of Interests without steering hints even
after discovering an initial set of paths. Currently, consumers send
3% of Interests without a steering hint.

4.3.4 Sample Cases
Three scenarios give a flavor of the operation of the Dual-Class

Best-Subflow scheme.
First, consider a scenario with many elastic flows. The secondary

rates on the various paths will tend to be 0. Consumers will thus
send at the best-subflow rate with a per-flow max-min fair outcome.

A second scenario is where the links are used by a single flow.
Figure 4, scenario 2 is a useful example topology. The best-
subflow rate will be 10Mbps and traffic will be split equally with
5Mbps of primary class traffic on each path. The secondary rate
on each path will initially be approximately 5Mbps for a total of
10Mbps. The flow converges to sending 5Mbps of secondary rate
traffic, 2.5Mbps on each path, filling lg , the flow’s bottleneck link.

Third, with a small number of flows sharing the links, each flow
will get its best-subflow rate of primary traffic, and the secondary
rate capacity will be shared between the flows. Flows with more
paths will get more of the secondary rate traffic.

4.4 Multipath Simulation Results
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Figure 6: Dual-Class Best-Subflow Rate Management:
2 Consumers, Slingshot Topology, RTT=~25ms

Using the simulator, we ran many simulations of these multipath
schemes and present representative results. In summary, MIRCC
uses two rate classes to achieve fairness and good network utiliza-
tion. Additionally, MIRCC converges to sensible behavior even
with a small number of flows.

For the first scenario, we use the slingshot topology of figure 5,
with a long-lived Consumer talking to Producer 1 and a shorter-
lived Consumer talking to Producer 2. In figure 6, we show the
rates for both Consumers over time for MIRCC’s dual-class best-
subflow schemes.
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Figure 7: Diamond Topology - Scenario 1, Link Utilization vs.
Simulation Time(s): each plot shows the link utilization of incom-
ing links for each node. (Above each graph, the two boxes contain
a Node ID from Figure 4 and a random link ID.)
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Initially, Consumer 1’s multipath flow is the only flow in the
topology. Consumer 1 gets the full bandwidth of la (15Mbps der-
ated by η). As shown by the dashed graphs, the primary class com-
ponent is 12Mbps (corresponding to the best subflow through lb)
and the secondary rate component is 3Mbps (la’s remaining avail-
able bandwidth).

Once Consumer 2 starts up, MIRCC’s rate calculations and con-
sumer responses evolve to a new convergence point that fills la,
with no excess bandwidth available. Consumer 1 bottlenecks on la
and Consumer 2 bottlenecks on lc, the shared 9Mbps second hop.
It happens that the Consumers’ use of la converge to a ratio of just
under 2:1. (If Producer 2 is moved to E3 so that the 12Mbps lb is
the shared second hop, the Consumers both bottleneck on la, which
is shared evenly at 1:1.) When Consumer 2 finishes, the situation
reverts to the starting use.

For the second scenario, we use the Diamond topology - Sce-
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Fig. 7. Scenario 3 topology.
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Fig. 10. Scenario 4: Topology.
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retrieved from the cache of node #8, twice as fast as the
alternative paths to the repositories (#3, #4, #5). We run
two sets of experiments: one with per-prefix forwarding and
the other with additional FIB state of thirty entries on a
per-object basis. As shown in Fig.9 the performance of the
most popular objects is slightly better, but, more important,
they free bandwidth in the upstream for the majority of less
popular objects which get considerable performance gains. We
believe that a good tradeoff can be found via a hybrid solution
where the most popular items (recognized via the number of
aggregated Interests in the PIT) are separately monitored and
addressed in the FIB, keeping the others under their prefix.

F. Scenario 4: Reaction to link failure in a mobile back-haul

Traffic back-hauling for LTE mobile networks is usually
based on over-provisioned links and highly redundant topolo-
gies. The objective is to support traffic growth in a reliable
way, over multiple access technologies (e.g. HSPA, LTE). We
select this network scenario to test protocols’ responsivenss
to link failure. In Fig.10, we report a representation of a small
part of such network segment with down-sized link rates (from
Gbps to Mbps). The repositories are located at the place of
regional/national PoPs. A failure event occurs at time t = 500s
as in Fig.10: two links, (16-12) and (7-4) are dropped by
removing the associated CCNx FIB entry at nodes #16 and
#7. The workload is the same as in scenario #2 with the same
average load. Let us focus on node #16. Rate evolution over
time (in Fig.11) shows how congestion control and forwarding
protocols rapidly adapt to the different network conditions.
Before the failure, request from node #16 are equally splitted
among nodes #12,#15,#17, i.e. split ratios are equal to 1/3.
During the failure, they grow up to 1/2 for nodes #15,#17,

to compensate for link failure over (16, 12). Once (16, 12)
becomes available, the request forwarding protocol sends most
of the Interests across such link to probe the response time,
until the number of pending Interests on (16, 12) reaches the
same level attained by the other two faces and the split ratios
stabilize to the optimal values.

In Fig.12, we report the average content delivery time
estimated at the receiver at the different access nodes in the
three test phases (requests for different nodes are plotted one
on top of the other). Users’ performance are determined by
the maximum throughput of the topology (an aggregate of
150Mbps at the repositories) that is fairly shared. However
user’s at node #16 are forced to use longer paths during the
failure and pay for more network congestion.

VII. RELATED WORK

A large body of work addresses joint multipath routing
and congestion control in TCP/IP networks. In [11],[14],[22]
authors study the stability of multipath controllers and derive a
family of optimal controllers to be coupled with TCP. Various
transport protocol implementations based on TCP are proposed
(e.g. mTCP [28], MPTCP [23]), either loss-based or delay-
based ([6]).Multipath TCP [23], as proposed by the IETF
working group mptcp, improves previous designs in terms
of efficient network usage utilization and of RTT unfairness
compensation. All proposals require to establish separate per-
path connections (subflows) with a given number of known
sources that do not vary over time. Subflow may be uncoupled,
i.e. independently managed, like in [28], or coupled as in
MPTCP. Such approaches are not suitable to ICN, where the
sources are a priori unknown and may vary over time, subject to
in-network cache dynamics and on-the-fly request forwarding

Figure 10: Abilene topology [4].

nario 1 as depicted in Figure 4 except that only consumers A-D
are present. Flow arrival time follows a Poisson process with mean
0.5 seconds. We have two types of consumers chosen randomly
upon arrival to be either a short flow (1000 messages) with proba-
bility 0.99, or a long one (50,000 messages) with probability 0.01.
Long flows are considered to be the background traffic as the short
flows come and go. Figures 7 and 8 are plotted to demonstrate the
network link utilization and the Cumulative Distribution Function
(CDF) of the flows’ completion time, respectively. Figure 7 shows
high and stable link utilization even though messages are arriving
and leaving quite often. (On average, a new flow joins in every
0.5 seconds and leaves after receiving all of its messages.) Further,
simulations do not exhibit any dropped Interest or Data messages.

In Figure 8, the CDF of the flows’ completion time has been
plotted, showing that MIRCC, unlike TCP-like schemes, does not

discriminate against short flows.
In the third scenario, we consider the performance of MIRCC

in the Abilene topology in figure 10 as used in [4]. This scenario
features a more realistic set of nodes, dynamic consumer arrival
time and varying flow size. Three repositories, at nodes 12, 16, 19,
each store content under a given name prefix (/Amazon, /Google,
/Warner, respectively). Each content is chunked in 5000 Data mes-
sages of size 1.8 kbytes each. The size of each Interest message
is 300 bytes. Request arrival time follows a Poisson distribution
with mean 3 seconds. The consumer is randomly assigned to one
of nodes 11, 13, 14, 15, 17, 18, 20, 21 with a prefix among the
aforementioned prefixes. We are mainly interested in 1) comparing
MIRCC to RCP (with multipath forwarding disabled for fair com-
parison) and 2) demonstrating the performance of MIRCC when
multipath mechanism is enabled. As shown in figure 10, we can
modify the topology to enable or disable multipath forwarding. In
Figure 9a, we show that MIRCC beats RCP in terms of average de-
livery time at every node. This further verifies that our rate calcula-
tion scheme does a better job than RCP’s algorithm of converging
to the adjusted rate. In figure 9b, M.i denotes node i when mul-
tipath is enabled. S.i denotes node i when multipath is disabled.
As can be seen, the multipath solution significantly reduces deliv-
ery times, except at nodes 14 and 15, which experience a slightly
higher latency due to an increase in the number of flows on links
(3, 4), (4, 5) sharing available bandwidth fairly. Still, the overall
advantage of using multipath is significant.

5. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed MIRCC, a rate-based multipath-aware

congestion control scheme for ICN networks, which is inspired by
but significantly divergent from RCP. We first considered single-
path flows and developed a non-recursive rate-calculation algorithm
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which achieves max-min fairness, high link utilization and short
flow completion time. The proposed algorithm, as shown through
extensive simulation, has much better convergence time and less
overshoot and oscillation than classic RCP. We then focused on
multipath routing/forwarding and tackled the problem of coupling
multipath routing/forwarding with objectives such as fairness, con-
gestion control and network utilization. We showed that assuring
full network utilization while maintaining fairness among compet-
ing flows regardless of number of paths each one has is a challeng-
ing problem. We designed a hybrid scheme with dual-class rate
management, in which each flow has two rate levels: the primary
rate, which is managed to ensure a level of max-min fairness be-
tween all flows, and the secondary rate, which is managed to con-
sume remaining bandwidth to achieve full link utilization.

Possible further topics, among many, include the handling of
UDP-tunneled links between devices, studying the effect of wider
RTT spreads among competing consumers, and accommodating
the effects of opportunistic caching by forwarders, particularly, fol-
lowing the resource pooling principle [24].
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